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Abstract:
An intruder is a hacker or cracker which
always tries to get access to secure, system intrusion
occurs when an unauthorized person try to gain
access or interrupt the normal operations of an
information system. Even when such attacks are selfpropagating, as in the case of viruses and distributed
denial-of service attacks, they are almost always
initiated by an individual whose purpose is to harm
an organizational data. Intrusion detection consists of
procedures for detection of illegal activity of
(intruders) system that identify the intruders. Some
important intrusion prevention activities are writing
and implementing good activity information security
rule, planning and performing effective information
security programs, installing and testing technologybased information security system for counting
intruders activities such as firewalls and intrusion
detection and prevention systems. In Information
security intrusion detection systems (IDS) works like
a burglar alarm in that it detects destruction and
activates an alarm. Recently new technology for IDS
systems is the intrusion prevention system (IPS),
which can detect an intrusion and also prevent that
intrusion from attacking the organization. There is a
system called intrusion detection/prevention system
(IDPS).Recently Snort is a very useful tool for
Network based Intrusion detection. A Snort is tool
which can give alert/alarm to the authentic user or
Network Administrator by sending email or giving
alarm for illegal network activities.
Key Words: Intruder, Prevention, Measurers, attacks,
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Need of Intrusion Detection System
When we are working on the Internet it becomes our
responsibility make our network more secure by using
Network monitoring tools and making security settings
and there are several other reasons to use an Intrusion
Detection System.






To detect attacks that are not prevented by
other security measures
To detect and deal with attacks
To perform as quality organize for security
design and administration, especially of
large and complex enterprises
To provide useful information about
intrusions that do take place, allowing
improved finding, improvement, and
correction of contributing factors

1. Network Based Intrusion Detection and Prevention
System
A Network Based IDS (NIDS) present in a
computer or device connected to a segment of an
organization’s network and monitors network traffic on
that network segment, looking for ongoing attacks. In
network for maintain security to files many various
Hashing algorithms are used like MD5. When a
circumstances occurs that the network-based IDS is
planned to know an attack, it responds by sending
notifications to administrators. NIDS looks for attack
patterns within network traffic, such as large collections
of related items that are of a certain type that could
specify that a denial-of-service attack is ongoing, or it
looks for the exchange of a sequence of related packets
in a certain pattern, which could indicate that a port scan
is in progress. NIDSs are installed at a specific place in
the network e.g router from where it is possible to watch
the traffic going into and out of a particular network
segment and it can be used to watch specific host
computers on a network segment, or it can be installed to
monitor all traffic between the systems that make up an
entire network. A fundamental problem for network
intrusion detection systems (NIDSs) that passively
monitor a network link is the ability of a skilled attacker
to evade detection by exploiting ambiguities in the traffic
stream as seen by the NIDS [1].

2. Network Behavior Analysis System
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Network Behavior Analysis (NBA) systems examine
network traffic in order to identify problems related to
the flow of traffic. Network Behavior Analysis, or
shortly, was initially designed as a security technology
whose purpose is to identify un-usual traffic on the
network being supervised [2]. They use a description of
the anomaly detection technique described later in this
section to identify excessive packet flows such as those
that might occur in the case of equipment failure, denialof-service attacks, virus and worm attacks, and some
forms of network policy violations.NBA.

3. Host Based Intrusion Detection System
A Host Based Intrusion Detection System (HIDS) is
situated on a particular computer or server, known as the
host, and monitors activity only on that system. Hostbased intrusion detection systems can be further divided
into two categories: signature-based (i.e. misuse
detection) and anomaly detection [3]. HIDS monitor the
status of key system files and detect when an intruder
creates, modifies, or deletes monitored files. The HIDS
then triggers an alert when one of the following changes
occurs: file attributes change, new files are created, or
existing files are deleted. A HIDS has an advantage over
NIDS in that it can usually be installed in such a way
that it can access information that is encrypted when
traveling over the network.
Usefulness of HIDS





Logs. A HIDS can detect local events on host
systems and also detect attacks that may avoid
network-based IDS.
HIDS encrypted traffic will have been
decrypted and is available for processing.
The use of switched network protocols does not
affect a HIDS.
A HIDS can detect inconsistencies in how
applications and systems programs were used
by examining the records stored in audit

Drawbacks of HIDSs





A HIDS is vulnerable to some denial-of-service
attacks.
A HIDS can use large amounts of disk space to
retain the host OS audit logs, and, to role
properly, it may require disk capacity to be
added to the system.
A HIDS can inflict a performance overhead on
its host systems, and, in some cases, may

reduce system performance below acceptable
level
Intrusion Detection Prevention System Methods
IDPS provides multiplicity of detection methods to
monitor and calculate approximately network traffic,
following are some important methods.
I. Signature Based Intrusion Detection System:
Signature-based detection is normally used for detecting
known attacks. A signature-based ID is useful in data
traffic which search patterns that match known
signatures that is, preconfigured, predetermined attack
patterns. Signature-based IDS technology is widely used
because many attacks have clear and distinct signatures.
In signature-based IDS is that every signature requires an
entry in the database, and so a complete database might
contain hundreds or even thousands of entries. Each
packet is to be compared with all the entries in the
database. [4]

II. Statistical Anomaly Based Intrusion Detection
System:
In statistical-based techniques, the network traffic
activity is captured and a profile representing its
stochastic behavior is created. This profile is based on
metrics such as the traffic rate, the number of packets for
each protocol [5]. Anomaly-based intrusion detection
triggers an alarm on the IDS when some type of unusual
behavior occurs on your network. This would include
any event, state, content, or behavior that is considered
to be abnormal by a pre-defined standard [6].
The Statistical Anomaly based IDS or behavior-based
IDS collects statistical summaries by observing traffic
that is known to be normal. This normal period of
evaluation establishes a performance baseline. The data
that is measured from the normal traffic and is used to
prepare the baseline can include variables such as host
memory or CPU usage, network packet types, and packet
quantities. The advantage of the statistical anomalybased approach is that the IDS can detect new types of
attacks because it is looking for abnormal activity of any
type.
III. Stateful Protocol Analysis Intrusion Detection
Prevention System:
Stateful inspection improves on the functions of packet
filters by tracking the state of connections and blocking
packets that deviate from the expected state. As with
packet filtering, stateful inspection intercepts packets at
the network layer and inspects them to see if they are
permitted by an existing firewall rule, but unlike packet
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filtering, stateful inspection keeps track of each
 What are the technical specifications of your
connection in a state table. While the details of state
table entries differ by firewall product, they typically
include source IP address, destination IP address, port
numbers, and connection state information. [7] Stateful
protocol analysis (SPA) is a process of comparing
predetermined profiles of generally usual definitions of
benign activity for each protocol state against observed
events to identify deviations. By storing relevant data
detected in a session and then using that data to identify
intrusions that involve multiple requests and responses.








Intrusion Detection Prevention System Response
Intrusion prevention systems (IPS), also known as
intrusion detection and prevention systems (IDPS), are
network security appliances that monitor network and/or
system activities for malicious activity. The main
functions of intrusion prevention systems are to identify
malicious activity, log information about said activity,
attempt to block/stop activity, and report activity. [8]
Intrusion prevention systems are considered extensions
of intrusion detection systems because they both monitor
network traffic and/or system activities for malicious
activity. The main differences are, unlike intrusion
detection systems, intrusion prevention systems are
placed in-line and are able to actively prevent/block
intrusions that are detected. [9][10] In this IDPSR it has
a number of response options, depending on the
organization’s policy, objectives, and system
capabilities.
The following are some of the responses that an IDS.










alarms
E-mail messages
Log entries
Evidentiary packet dumps
Take action against the intruder
Reconfigure firewall
Terminate session
Terminate connection
Selecting Intrusion Detection System Products
Now a day’s various Intrusion detection products are
easily available, according to security goals and
organization considerations. It performs variety of
features. The process of selecting products that represent
the best fit for any specific organization’s needs is
challenging.
Technical and Policy Considerations
 What is your systems environment?






systems environment?
What are the technical specifications of your
current security protections?
What are the goals of your enterprise?
What are your security goals and objectives?
Is your organization concerned about insider
attacks?
Does your organization want to use the output
of your IDS to determine new needs?
Does your organization want to use IDS to
maintain managerial control over network
usage?
What is your existing security policy?
What is the budget for acquisition and life cycle
support of intrusion detection hardware,
software, and infrastructure?
Is there sufficient existing staff to monitor an
IDS full time?
Does your organization have authority to
instigate changes based on the findings of IDS?

Case Study Snort on Centos:
Cento is an Enterprise-class Linux Distribution derived
from sources freely provided to the public by a
prominent North American Enterprise Linux vendor.
Cento conforms fully to the upstream vendor’s
redistribution policy. Cento is free. Cento is developed
by a small but growing team of core developers. In turn
the core developers are supported by an active user
community including system administrators, network
administrators,
enterprise
users,
managers.
Centos has numerous advantages over some of the other
clone projects including: an active and growing user
community, quickly rebuilt, tested, packages, an
extensive mirror network, developers who are
contactable and responsive, multiple free support
avenues including IRC Chat, Mailing Lists, Forums.
Centos overtook Debian to become the most popular
Linux distribution for web servers.
Snort:
Snort is an open source network intrusion prevention and
detection system utilizing a rule-driven language, which
combines the benefits of signature, protocol and anomaly
based inspection methods. With millions of downloads
to date, Snort is the most widely deployed intrusion
detection and prevention technology worldwide and has
become the in reality standard for the industry. Snort is
used primarily to passively monitor network traffic and
generate alerts when threats are detected. More recently,
the Inline mode of deployment has become available and
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can be used to actively intercept and drop network
traffic. The essence of Inline mode is that, a) Snort is
configured and deployed on a server that forwards/routes
network traffic as opposed to only sniffing network
traffic and, b) Snort “alert” rules are changed into “drop”
rules. Many Linux distributions include the iptables
firewall application and Snort Inline interacts with
iptables to receive and process network traffic.
Appropriate iptables rules are used to direct
network traffic to Snort Inline for inspection according
to Snort rules. Given this interaction between Snort
Inline and iptables, successful configuration of Snort
Inline depends on successful
configuration of iptables. Accordingly, these notes
provide an example of an iptables rule set that
supports both integration with Snort Inline and
interoperability.
Components of Snort
Snort is logically divided into multiple components.
These components work together to detect particular
attacks and to generate output in a required format from
the detection system. A Snort based IDS consists of the
following major components:
• Packet Decoder
• Preprocessors
• Detection Engine
• Logging and Alerting System
• Output Modules
Fig.1.1 shows how these components are arranged. Any
data packet coming from the Internet
enters the packet decoder. On its way towards the output
modules, it is either dropped, logged or
an alert is generated.[11]

Fig.1.1 Components of Snort.
A brief introduction to these components is presented in
this section.

1. Packet Decoder
The packet decoder takes packets from different types of
network interfaces and prepares the packets to be
preprocessed or to be sent to the detection engine. The
interfaces may be Ethernet,
SLIP, PPP and so on.
2. Preprocessors
Preprocessors are components or plug-ins that can be
used with Snort to arrange or modify data packets before
the detection engine does some operation to find out if
the packet is being used by
an intruder. Some preprocessors also perform detection
by finding anomalies in packet headers and generating
alerts. Preprocessors are very important for any IDS to
prepare data packets to be
3. The Detection Engine
The detection engine is the most important part of Snort.
Its responsibility is to detect if any intrusion activity
exists in a packet. The detection engine employs Snort
rules for this purpose. The rules are read into internal
data structures or chains where they are matched against
all packets. If a packet matches any rule, appropriate
action is taken; otherwise the packet is dropped.
Appropriate actions may be logging the packet or
generating alerts.
4. Logging and Alerting System
Depending upon what the detection engine finds inside a
packet, the packet may be used to log
the activity or generate an alert. Logs are kept in simple
text files, tcpdump-style files or some other form. All of
the log files are stored under /var/log/snort folder by
default. You can use –l command line options to modify
the location of generating logs and alerts. Many
command line options discussed in the next chapter can
modify the type and detail of information that is logged
by the logging and alerting system.
5. Output Modules
Output modules or plug-ins can do different operations
depending on how you want to save output generated by
the logging and alerting system of Snort. Basically these
modules control the
type of output generated by the logging and alerting
system. Depending on the configuration, output modules
can do things like the following:
• Simply logging to /var/log/snort/alerts file or some
other file
• Sending SNMP traps
• Sending messages to syslog facility
• Logging to a database like MySQL or Oracle. You will
learn more about using MySQL
later in this book
• Generating extensible Markup Language (XML) output
• Modifying configuration on routers and firewalls.
• Sending Server Message Block (SMB) messages to
Microsoft Windows-based machines
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How to Protect IDS Itself
One major subject is how to protect the system on which
your intrusion detection software is running. If security
of the IDS is compromised, you may start getting false
alarms or no alarms at
all. The intruder may disable IDS before actually
performing any attack. There are different ways
to protect your system, starting from exceptionally wideranging recommendations to some sophisticated
methods. Some of these are mentioned below.
• The first obsession that you can do is not to run any
service on your IDS sensor itself. Network servers are
the most common method of exploiting a system.
• New threats are discovered and patches are released by
vendors. This is almost a continuous and non-stop
process. The platform on which you are running IDS
should be patched with the latest releases. For example,
if Snort is running on a Microsoft Windows machine,
you should have all the latest security patches from
Microsoft installed.
• Configure the IDS machine so that it does not respond
to ping (ICMP Echo-type) packets.
• If you are running Snort on a Linux machine, use net
filter / iptable to block any unwanted data. Snort will still
be able to see all of the data.
Snort with no IP Address Interface
You can also use Snort on an interface where no IP
address is assigned. For example, on a Linux machine,
you can bring up interface eth0 using command "ifconfig
eth0 up" without assigning an actual IP address. The
advantage is that when the Snort host doesn't have an IP
address itself, nobody can access it. You can configure
an IP address on eth1 that can be used to access the
sensor itself. This is shown in Fig.1.2.

Fig. 1.2 Snort sensors with two interfaces. One of
these has no IP address assigned.

On Microsoft Windows systems, you can use an
interface without binding TCP/IP to the interface, in
which case no IP address will be assigned to the
interface. Don't forget to disable other protocols and
services on the interface as well. In some cases it has
been noted that winpcap (library used on Microsoft
Windows machines to capture packets) does not work
well
when no IP address is assigned on the interface. In such
a case, you can use the following method.
• Enable TCP/IP on the network interface that you want
to use in the stealth mode. Disable everything other than
TCP/IP.
• Enable DHCP client.
• Disable DHCP service.
This will cause no address to be assigned to the interface
while the interface is still bound to
TCP/IP networking.
Network Intrusion Detection Mode
Intrusion detection is a new retrofit approach for proving
a sense of security in existing and data network while
allowing them to operate in their current “open” mode.
[12] In intrusion detection mode, Snort does not log each
captured packet as it does in the network sniffer mode.
Instead, it applies rules on all captured packets. If a
packet matches a rule, only then is it logged or an alert is
generated. If a packet does not match any rule, the
packet is dropped silently and no log entry is created.
When you use Snort in intrusion detection mode,
typically you provide a configuration file on the
command line. This configuration file contains Snort
rules or reference to other files that contain Snort rules.
In addition to rules, the configuration file also contains
information about input and output plug-ins.[11][13] The
typical name of the Snort configuration file is snort.conf.
We have previously saved snort.conf configuration file
in /opt/snort/etc directory along with other files. This
was done during the installation procedure. The
following command starts Snort in the Network
Intrusion Detection (NID) mode:
Snort Alert Modes
When Snort is running in the Network Intrusion
Detection (NID) mode, it generates alerts when
a captured packet matches a rule. Snort can send alerts in
many modes. These modes are configurable through the
command line as well as through snort.conf file.
Common alert modes are explained in this section. To
explain the alert modes, I have used a rule that creates an
alert when Snort detects an ICMP packet with TTL 100.
This rule is listed below.
alert icmp any any -> any any (msg: "Ping with
TTL=100"; \ttl:100;)
Sending Alerts to Syslog
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This command allows Snort to send alerts to Syslog
daemon. Syslog is a system logger daemon
and it generates log files for system events. It reads its
configuration file /etc/syslog.conf where the location of
these log files is configured. The usual location of syslog
files is /var/log directory. On Linux systems, usually
/var/log/messages is the main logging file. For more
information, use the "man syslog" command. The "man
syslog.conf" command shows the format of the
syslog.conf file.
Sending Alerts to Windows
Snort can send alerts to Microsoft Windows machines in
the form of pop-up windows. These pop-up windows are
controlled by Windows Messenger Service. Windows
Messenger Service must be running on your Windows
machine for pop-up windows to work. You can go to
Control
Panel and start the Services applet to find out if
Windows Messenger Service is running. The Services
applet is found in the Administrative Tools menu on
your Windows system. Depending
on your version of Microsoft Windows, it may be found
in Control Panel or some other place.
Working with Snort Rules
Like viruses, most intruder activity has some sort of
signature. Information about these signatures is used to
create Snort rules. But we can use honey pots to find out
what intruders are doing and information about their
tools and techniques. In addition to that, there are
databases of known vulnerabilities that intruders want to
exploit. These known attacks are also used as signatures
to find out if someone is trying to exploit them. These
signatures may be present in the header parts of a packet
or in the payload. Snort's detection system is based on
rules. These rules in turn are based on intruder
signatures. Snort rules can be used to check various parts
of a data packet. Snort 1.x versions can analyze layer 3
and 4 headers but are not able to analyze application
layer protocols. Upcoming Snort version 2 is expected to
add support of application layer headers as well. Rules
are applied in an orderly fashion to all packets depending
on their types. A rule may be used to generate an alert
message, log a message, or, in terms of Snort, pass the
data packet, i.e., drop it silently. The word pass here is
not equivalent to the traditional meaning of pass as used
in firewalls and routers. In firewalls and routers, pass
and drop are opposite to each other. Snort rules are
written in an easy to understand syntax. Most of the rules
are written in a single line. However you can also extend
rules to multiple lines by using a backslash character at
the end of lines. Rules are usually placed in a
configuration file, typically snort.conf You can also use
multiple files by including them in a main configuration

file. This chapter provides information about different
types of rules as well as the basic structure of a rule. You
will find many examples of common rules for intrusion
detection activity at the end of this chapter. After reading
this chapter, along with the two preceding chapters, you
should have enough information to set up Snort as a
basic intrusion detection system.
User Defined Actions
These rule actions can be used for different purposes,
such as:
• Sending messages to syslog. Syslog is system logger
daemon and creates log file in /var/log directory.
Location of these files can be changed using
/etc/syslog.conf file. For more information, use "man
syslog" and "man syslog.conf" commands on a UNIX
system. Syslog may be compared to the event logger on
Microsoft Windows systems.
Port Number
The port number is used to apply a rule on packets that
originate from or go to a particular port
or a range of ports. For example, you can use source port
number 23 to apply a rule to those packets that originate
from a Telnet server. You can use the keyword any to
apply the rule on all
packets irrespective of the port number. Port number is
meaningful only for TCP and UDP protocols. If you
have selected IP or ICMP as the protocol in the rule, port
number does not play
any role. The following rule is applied to all packets that
originate from a Telnet server in 192.168.2.0/24, which
is a class C network and contains the word
"confidential": alert tcp 192.168.2.0/24 23 -> any any \
(content: "confidential"; msg: "Detected confidential";)
To detect this type of TCP ping, you can have a rule like
the following that sends an alert message: alert tcp any
any -> 192.168.1.0/24 any (flags: A; \ ack: 0; msg: "TCP
ping detected";)
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Figure 1.3. SNORT home page Displaying Snort
alerts inside BASE window.

Fig. 1.4 and 1.5 Last 24 hours listing alerts
through E-mail on SNORT BASE



Fig. 1.6 Most Recent 15 alerts TCP on SNORT
BASE
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no alternative of secure coding; adding such generic
rules and protecting application is just one more line of
defense and it cannot be considered as alternative of
proper input validation. The best approach for any
organization is perform penetration testing for
application, write SNORT rules to protect temporary
precaution against attacks and start modifying code for
proper implementation of security. We have studied and
observed the attacks on different ports like TCP , UDP
etc. and alert the administrator via email about the illegal
activities by the intruder in home network.
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application. But it is important to understand that
application based vulnerabilities are different in each
application and cannot be resolved by any generic rule
which and is possible in network security. Also, there is
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